7.1) Minibus taxi-type service

7.1.1) Jane Furse (Makhuduthamaga Rural) (Origin), Lydenburg (Lydenburg) (Destination) - BRCLP0800 (52095E8200XJ10048748)
ROUTE 1:

FROM JANE FURSE TAXI RANK DISTRICT SEKHUKHUNE TO LYDENBURG TOWN, MPUMALAGA PROVINCE, VIA MORETSELE, MOKGANE, MAPHOPHA, RANTHO, MASHA, MALEKANE, RODDIBRIDGE ROAD NO R555, STEELPOORT, BURGERSFORT TAXI RANK, PHEPHENG T JUNCTION, KAALFONTEIN, SHAGA, BOSCHFONTEIN, ROOIKRANS, LYDENBURG TAXI RANK RETURN JOURNEY VIA THE SAME ROUTE IN REVERSE.

SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT PASSENGERS MAY BE LOADED AND OFF LOADED ALONG THE ENTIRE ROUTES.

7.1.2) Jane Furse (Makhuduthamaga Rural) (Origin), Mphanama (Makhuduthamaga Rural) (Destination) - BRCLP08001 (52095E520ALT00048749)
ROUTE 2

FROM JANE FURSE TAXI RANK DISTRICT SEKHUKHUNE TO MPHANAMA CROSS DISTRICT SEKHUKHUNE VIA MARULANENG, SEGOLO, RADINGWA, AND MPHANAMA TAXI RANK, RETURN JOURNEY VIA THE SAME ROUTE IN REVERSE

SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION THAT PASSENGERS MAY BE LOADED AND OFF LOADED ALONG THE ENTIRE ROUTES.

7.1.3) Jane Furse (Makhuduthamaga Rural) (Origin), Apel (Fetakgomo Rural) (Destination) - BRCLP8111 (52096SE5208YE10055011)
ROUTE 3

FROM JANE FURSE TAXI RANK DISTRICT SEKHUKHUNE TO APEL TAXI RANK DISTRICT SEKHUKHUNE VIA THE FOLLOWING AREAS OR VILLAGES: TSEHLWANENG, SCHOONOORD, MALEGALE, MOLAHALETSE, NCHABELENG AND TO APEL TAXI RANK.

THE RETURN JOURNEY VIA THE SAME ROUTE IN REVERSE.

LOADING AND OFFLOADING ALONG THE ENTIRE ROUTE ON THE FORWARD AND RETURN JOURNEY.

1) AOLPLOLB51515
2) JUSTICE MANTSHO MASWIKANENG
3) P O BOX 254, KEDIKETSE, MARBLE-HALL, 0450 Mampane Taxi Association
4) LLPLLOLB15101
5) 1 x 15
6) Gazette Number:

7.1.1) Eenkantaan (Makhuduthamaga Rural) (Origin), Ga-Marishane (Makhuduthamaga Rural) (Destination) - BRCLP91112 (520986520AP300052544)
ROUTE 1

FORWARD JOURNEY

LOADING FROM EENKANTAAN TAXI RANK TO GA-MARISHANE TAXI RANK USING THE FOLLOWING ROUTES:
LOADING AND OFFLOADING SEMAHLAKOLE, SEHUSWANE, KOME, FLAKSPRUIT, MMATHAPISA AND PROCEED TO GA-MARISHANE TAXI RANK.

RETURN JOURNEY

FROM GA-MARISHANE TAXI RANK TO EENKANTAAN TAXI RANK USING THE FOLLOWING MATHAPISA, VLAKSPRUIT, SEHUSWANE, SEMAHLAKOLE AND PROCEED TO EENKANTAAN TAXI RANK.

7.1.2) Eenkantaan (Makhuduthamaga Rural) (Origin), Ga-Phaahla (Makhuduthamaga Rural) (Destination) - BRCLP911112 (52098652094100052545)
ROUTE 2

FORWARD JOURNEY

FROM EENKANTAAN TAXI RANK TO GA-PHAHLA TAXI RANK USING THE FOLLOWING ROUTES: SEMAHLAKOLE, SEHUSWANE, MASEHLANENG, MMATSEKELE A PHAHLA AND PROCEED TO GA-PHAHLA TAXI RANK.

RETURN JOURNEY

FROM GA-PHAHLA TAXI RANK TO EENKANTAAN TAXI RANK USING THE FOLLOWING ROUTES: MASEHLANENG, MMATSEKELE A PHAHLA AND PROCEED TO EENKANTAAN TAXI RANK.

7.1.3) Eenkantaan (Makhuduthamaga Rural) (Origin), Phokwane-Mohlala (Makhuduthamaga Rural) (Destination) - BRCLP911113 (52098652094N00052546)
ROUTE 3

FORWARD JOURNEY